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works of art and though more experienced people can point
out to us beauties that we are overlooking, they defeat
their ends by trying to insist on acquiescence. To be
1 made * to express admiration is, for many, equivalent to
being made to rebel. The story of the ostracism of Aristides
is a case in point.
 (3)	With most people, certainly with most children, a
great deal of emotional experience and consequent activity
precedes intellectual criticism.    Thus a child loves rhythm
and likes the lessons in which he practises it, be they
eurhythmies or poetry-making.    Intellectual criticism on
Ms results comes later, and criticism on the works of masters
ia the art later still.   Many teachers of literature defeat
their own ends by insisting not only on unsound psycho-
logical reasons as to why a poem is liked but also on criticism
of the author's method—criticism often cribbed from some
book.
 (4)	Perhaps all such faults in teaching would be avoided
if it could be remembered that time is a great ally and there
is no need to hurry appreciation, much less the expression
thereof.   Just as it is better for a child to love his mother
for some such selfish but natural reason as that she gives
Mm treats than to respect her because she is * so good', so
it is better to laugh at Malvolio because he looks * funny *
than to learn unwillingly the speeches that show his self-
love.   If for any reason the reader has enjoyed Twelfth
NigM so much that he will read or act it voluntarily again,
appreciation will grow.
(5)	We all learn far more by doing than by seeing the
results of others* actions.   To make the poorest picture,
ife mfsst halting tune cc poem, the flattest story is, if
wffingly undertaken, an exhilarating experience ; it spurs
us not only to further effort, but also sends us in a very
cBjferent attitude to the study of how others have acMeved
success.
Bui many people are horribly depressed by criticism and

